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Abstract
Childbearing/rearing families in Canada face a variety of conflicting discourses related to infant feeding, entrenched in a complex web of gendered, social, institutional and political discourses. For parents of preterm and/or critically ill infants, this area remains largely under-explored through a feminist lens. We offer a critical examination of the applicability of feminist poststructuralism (FPS) as a theory to explore infant feeding interactions in the neonatal intensive care unit (NICU). Scholarly literature from diverse perspectives, including nursing, healthcare, gender studies, and social sciences is critiqued and the use of FPS as a guiding framework for nursing research and praxis is discussed. We discuss FPS and the relevance of various discourses to explore the phenomenon of infant feeding interactions in the NICU. Ultimately, we propose that FPS does offer a relevant lens through which to critically examine infant feeding interactions and bring voice to the complex processes embedded in the NICU.
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Author’s Note
It is important to acknowledge from the outset that the majority of current discourses around infant feeding involves the use of heteronormative terminology, such as ‘breast milk’ and/or ‘breastfeeding’ as well as ‘mothers’ in reference to the primary feeding/childbearing parents. At times, terminology such as ‘human milk’ or ‘lactating parent’ are used, although we personally find these terms to be somewhat reductionistic and disembodying in nature. In an effort to accurately reflect the work of the original authors cited in this manuscript while also acknowledging and respecting the experiences and identities of diverse childbearing families, we have chosen to bracket (chest) in relation to breastfeeding/breast milk throughout this work. We have also opted to use the terms ‘primary feeding parent’ and/or ‘childbearing parent’ in lieu of ‘mother’ whenever possible/appropriate.
INTRODUCTION

Care provided to childbearing and childrearing families in our Canadian health care system is predominantly oriented through a mechanised medical model wherein the influence of patriarchal hegemony is evident. Consequently, the current climate of care is one that is largely focused on quantifiable outcomes and productivity, measured against Western standards, norms and ideals (Dykes, 2005; van Wijlen, 2019). As a result, the experience of providing and receiving care, particularly amongst marginalised populations, is largely decontextualised. We seek verifiable numbers, trends and success rates yet often fail to address or acknowledge the various contexts in which these are occurring. While paternalistic hegemony impacts all corners of health care (Cody, 2003; Aranda, 2018), it is acutely evident when exploring existing discourses relative to infant feeding. Infant feeding and the interactions inherent in the care, support and education surrounding its processes are embedded in complex social, political and cultural discourses (Smith, Hausman & Labbok, 2012; Benoit, Goldberg & Campbell-Yeo, 2016).

Research located in both qualitative and quantitative realms across diverse disciplines has sought to explore various facets related to infant feeding phenomena, including breast(chest) milk, formula feeding and everything in between. Feminist advocates have paid particular attention to infant feeding practices and their impact not only on women’s health, but also the role that infant feeding-related decisions play in the lives of childbearing parents more broadly (Carter, 1995; Palmer, 2009; Taylor & Wallace, 2012; Benoit, Goldberg & Campbell-Yeo, 2016). Much of the critical dialogue focuses on patriarchal structures and narratives that underpin parenthood, exploring issues related to power as well as the personal, the political, and the ethical dimensions of health and wellbeing for women and childbearing persons.

At the forefront of the dominant health/medical infant feeding discourse, highly influential national and international health bodies, including the World Health Organization (WHO, 2001), the United Nations’ Children’s Fund (UNICEF, 2015) and the Canadian Paediatric Society (CPS, 2013) highlight breast(chest) milk as the optimal form of nutrition for all infants and advocate for exclusive breast(chest)feeding during the first six months of life and up to two years and beyond with the addition of complementary foods. As global leaders in health policy and health promotion, these organisations play a pivotal role in informing this discourse as they perpetuate certain values and beliefs relative to infant feeding. They cite a plethora of research that privileges breast(chest) milk and breast(chest)feeding as ideal for optimal health and wellbeing, not only for the child and primary feeding parent but also for the greater social sphere in which the feeding dyad is situated (Feldman-Winter, 2013; CPS, 2014). Through these narratives, much of the emphasis remains focused on the reduceable elements and nutrient properties of human milk as optimal in supporting physical health of infants and children, such as: growth and development, a healthy digestive system, improved immunity and reduced rates of diabetes (Meier, Engstrom, Patel, Jegier & Burns, 2010; Infant Feeding Working Group, 2015; van Esterik & O’Connor, 2017). This health/medical discourse, while valid and scientifically sound, has perpetuated scientific values related to breast(chest)feeding that does not easily incorporate the more relational aspects of the feeding process.

Historically, the culture around infant feeding showed a notable shift during the 20th century when commercial infant formulas began being marketed by the ‘childrearing experts’ of the era (e.g. physicians) as the ideal form of nutrition for infants (Stevens, Patrick & Pickler, 2009). This shift towards medicalisation of infant feeding began in the 1930s followed by an ongoing dichotomy and tension between breast(chest) milk and formula that has lasted for decades. Many authors in the 1980s wrote about the social construction of breast(chest) feeding (Aston, 1990; Haug, 1987; Rich, 1986) with Oakley (1986) clearly naming the impact of social and institutional influences, stating that “[t]he most obvious characteristic of society’s attitudes to breastfeeding is that a society keeps changing its mind” (p. 87). For example, many feminist writers identified that physicians had great control over the postpartum period, bringing a biomedical perspective that women legitimised (Oakley, 1986). Subsequently, bottle feeding became the dominant way to feed one’s newborn, particularly among the middle and upper classes. Those who were considered to be of a lower socio-economic status continued to breast(chest)feed as they could not afford to bottle feed and thus breast(chest)feeding was considered to be ‘less than’ (Palmer, 1988). As the commercialisation of infant formula took off, a notable decline in breast(chest)feeding global rates occurred (Stevens, Patrick & Pickler, 2009). Feminist scholars, such as Palmer (2009), suggest that bottle feeding was presented to women during this era as a form of liberation, when in fact this was largely motivated by
men and influential popular culture narratives as a way of discouraging breast(chest)feeding in order to maintain breasts as sexual objects. While the 1970s saw a changing of the tides and the rise of breast(chest)feeding promotion efforts by key advocacy groups in the United States and abroad, it has taken several decades to shift the discourse to one that positively affirms breast(chest)feeding (Stevens, Patrick & Pickler, 2009). This global shift included a strong reaction against the promotion of formula, particularly in developing countries where formula led to the death of many infants. The Nestlé corporation is considered responsible by many for much of the devastating effects caused by formula feeding (Palmer, 1988). As described by Dalzell, Rogerson and Martindale (2010), the early 1990s also saw yet another key turning point in global-led initiatives to promote, protect and maintain breast(chest)feeding. An example of this is the Baby-Friendly Hospital Initiative (BFHI), a joint venture launched in 1991 led by the WHO and UNICEF (WHO & UNICEF, 2018). Nevertheless, the dominant promotional narratives around breast(chest)feeding continue to be largely constructed by the scientific/medical discourses of nutrition and bonding that often silence other infant feeding practices.

As a key dimension of health, much of the work in and around infant feeding involves nurses, both in clinical and research capacities. Given the evidence supporting the benefits of skilled intervention and support on breast(chest)feeding outcomes (Dieterich, Felice, O’Sullivan & Rasmussen, 2013; Patel & Patel, 2016), training and educating nursing professionals in lactation support and promotion has been a considerable focus in recent decades in an attempt to shift infant feeding trends. The aforementioned BFHI framework is again an example of this in that hospitals and other health facilities are encouraged to become designated sites where breast(chest)feeding is promoted and formula use is discouraged, although still available if needed (WHO & UNICEF, 2018).

Nurses and other health providers who care for critically acute infants in the neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) are particularly interested and engaged in complex feeding-related processes and outcomes. As the name implies, the NICU is a highly medicalised environment wherein care is provided to premature (born ≤ 37 weeks’ gestation) and/or critically ill infants and their families by a collaborative team of health professionals. The uncertainty of outcomes and the fragility of life in this area requires complex interventions, careful monitoring, and frequent separation of the infant from their families (Obeidat, Bond & Callister, 2009). Within this space, nutrition and infant feeding-related practices are of primary concern for nurses and other care providers and the processes involved in providing nourishment to preterm and critically ill infants presents unique challenges for all involved (Cricco-Lizza, 2016; Hurst, Engebreston & Mahoney, 2013).

As a result, the feeding-related interactions between nurses and families in this setting are invariably complex and thus raise the following questions: How do families and nurses experience different feeding discourses while in the NICU? How do families and nurses challenge, accept and make meaning out of different feeding discourses? And, How do they experience relations of power? Examining available literature related to infant feeding in the NICU highlights that a paucity of feminist exploration and discussion exists, particularly from a poststructuralist perspective. This presents a unique opportunity to examine and deconstruct the different meanings of discourses related to infant feeding, explore the relevance and applicability of feminist poststructuralist theory to this area of care as well as the potential for feminist poststructuralism to guide future nursing research and practice.

Through the background and discussion that follows, we will begin by providing a concise overview of feminism and feminist poststructuralism followed by a succinct summary of relevant infant feeding issues and related interactions in the NICU environment. This will provide important context when considering how infant feeding in the NICU may differ from infant feeding outside of the NICU space. Following this, we will discuss the relevance and applicability of feminist poststructuralism as a framework for guiding nursing practice and research in the neonatal intensive care setting, specifically as it relates to infant feeding interactions between nurses and primary feeding parents. While an extensive overview of the her(his)torical narratives that have shaped contemporary infant feeding practices and discourses is beyond the scope of this paper, we endeavour to foreground the critical areas with pivotal points in this complex her(his)story as they relate to the topics explored in this discussion.

**AIM**

The aim of this discursive paper is to critically examine the applicability of feminist poststructuralism (FPS) as a theoretical framework for exploring infant feeding interactions experienced by primary feeding parents in the neonatal intensive care unit (NICU).
FPS will provide a lens to understand a variety of infant feeding discourses that may compete, conflict or overlap. As a paucity of literature on FPS in the context of the NICU environment related to infant feeding and other phenomena currently exists, this paper seeks to set the groundwork for future critical research in order to begin to address this identified gap.

**DESIGN & METHODS**

Integration of relevant infant feeding discourses from a variety of disciplines, including nursing and gender studies is drawn on to argue for the application of a feminist poststructural framework in exploring infant feeding interactions between nurses and primary feeding parents in the neonatal intensive care unit. The applicability and relevance of FPS as a framework for nursing research and practice is discussed as we critique literature retrieved from diverse nursing and allied health databases (i.e., CINAHL, PubMed, Google Scholar), women’s and gender studies literature, and the social sciences. Reflexivity, recognition of interlocking identities and acknowledgment of positions of power and privilege are important feminist practice within research. As such, we as authors acknowledge that our identities and privileges as nursing scholars are also integral to shaping and informing the discussion that follows.

**BACKGROUND**

**Feminism: A Focused Overview**

Feminist scholars and activists recognise the imperative role of gender in shaping the experiences of all individuals, as well as the pervasive influence of sexuality, power and politics in our daily lives (Aranda, 2006; Weedon, 1997). Feminist theorist bell hooks offers a simple, open-ended definition of feminism, describing it as “[…] a movement to end sexism, sexist exploitation, and oppression” (hooks, 2015, p. 1). She emphasises that understanding sexism and the impact of sexist thinking at the individual as well as systemic levels is essential to understanding feminism and creating effective change (hooks, 2015). In this vein, the patriarchal structures of our society are considered a starting point within feminism, referring to relations of power that subordinate the interests of women (and arguably, other marginalised groups), to the interests of men (Weedon, 1997). These relations can take many forms, including the social organisation of reproduction and the sexual division of labour (Weedon, 1997).

For decades, feminists have worked at dismantling patriarchal structures and influences through theory, research and action in order to seek emancipation. Much of the work of feminists is political; contemporary feminism itself draws on its roots as a political movement, heavily influenced by Women’s Liberation in the 1960s (Weedon, 1997; Greaves, 2018). The slogan ‘the personal is political’, recited frequently in the context of feminist scholarship and activism, draws attention to the everyday, lived reality and social status of women that is both informed and shaped by politics (hooks, 2000; Aston, 2016). It draws us to reflect on the daily experiences of oppression, exploitation, and discrimination faced by women within the confines of a patriarchal society.

While a key tenet of feminism involves examining gender inequality and inequities, conducting health research through a feminist lens also aims to challenge dominant narratives and understandings of women’s experiences, particularly related to health and reproduction (Aranda, 2018). In doing so, it effectively gives voice to women’s accounts, advocating for their rights, and produces a diverse body of knowledge (Aranda, 2018). Through feminist health research, we can effectively explore and deconstruct gendered power dynamics innate in our highly paternalistic, Western model of health care delivery. Aranda (2018) discusses how feminists have challenged essentialist, reductionistic views on nature and biology as fixed (or ‘destined’), emphasising the importance and relevance of socio-cultural and historical contexts and the impacts of gender and gender inequality in health. Feminist research not only brings visibility to women’s experiences but also has the power to address the circumstances which perpetuate their inequitable social positions (Edwards, 2005), offering a way forward in addressing gender inequities in health and health services.

A significant body of work applying feminist theory and feminist frameworks in exploring the multi-facets of parenting, in particular motherhood, exists. Different streams of feminism, ranging from liberal to radical, have explored various dimensions of this construct; focusing on the impact of gender inequality, power, politics, historical and socio-cultural on reproduction, pregnancy, infant feeding and more (Snitow, 1992; McCarter-Spaulding, 2008; Neyer & Bernardi, 2011). Aranda (2018) refers to motherhood as a “[…] complex set of bodily practices” (p. 147), wherein childbearing bodies, as well as decisions related to these bodies, are frequently considered public and thus subject to discussion, debate and outside opinion. Consider for a moment the stream of
pervasive discourses faced by childbearing people; the pressure to not only conform with paternalistic societal ideals but also the need to negotiate and position oneself in relation to the opinions and expectations of others (Aranda, 2018).

In one relevant example from a feminist perspective, Carroll (2014) discusses the concept of reproductive labour (or care work), which refers to the contributions of women’s domestic, childbearing and childrearing work. This labour is often largely invisible, yet it contributes significantly to the health and wellbeing as well as the financial economy and productivity of our society. The act of breast(chest)feeding or pumping breast(chest) milk to provide to one’s own infant(s), or the children of others (i.e., wet nursing or for milk donation), would be considered a form of reproductive labour (Carroll, 2014).

Feminism is not without its challenges. Feminists themselves have identified that a central issue in feminist debate has been the lack of consensus around a unifying definition of what feminism is, as well as what the future of feminism looks like (hooks, 2010). In turn, many misunderstand feminism completely, interpreting it as an anti-male movement or view it simply as a movement to make women and men social equals (hooks, 2010; 2015). In addition, much discussion and criticism has arisen around the privileging of gender in feminist theory over other aspects of identity such as race, class and sexual orientation (DiQuinzio, 1993). This is particularly true of feminists making universal claims around ‘women’s experiences/situations/voices’, which are particularly problematic when rooted from the perspectives of white, heterosexual, middle-to-upper-middle class women and effectively exclude the experiences of women who do not fall into these categories (DiQuinzio, 1993).

Despite these challenges and critiques, there is much space within feminism and feminist theory for growth, interpretation and application. The ongoing theoretical development of Black feminism, postcolonial feminism, and the integration of intersectionality and queer theory within feminist frameworks (to name a few) are all examples of ways in which feminism is diversifying within research and praxis.

**Feminist Poststructuralism**

As its name implies, feminist poststructuralism (FPS) is philosophically underpinned by the tenets of both feminism and poststructuralism, largely influenced by the writings of philosophers and scholars such as Michel Foucault, Chris Weedon, Joan Scott, Judith Butler and Julianne Cheek. It has been referred to as a “passionately interested form of inquiry” (Aranda, 2006, p.135), one that seeks to challenge the status quo and address imbalances of power imposed by patriarchy. As both a philosophy and methodology for conducting nursing research, FPS can be used in a variety of settings and offers a way of both understanding and addressing personal, social and institutional practices (Aston, 2016). While its feminist underpinnings offer a lens on the role of gender (as well as sexuality, class, race and ability), the poststructural dimension offers a perspective on knowledge and relations of power. It critically applies concepts of language, meaning, beliefs, values, practices, subjectivity and agency in order to deconstruct existing power relations, identify areas in need of change and the strategies in which to do so (Weedon, 1997).

Given the converging philosophies of poststructuralism and feminism that inform FPS, it can be challenging to reconcile all philosophical dimensions into a cohesive framework for guiding research and praxis. Recognising this, Aston (2016), a feminist poststructuralist nursing researcher, has identified eight overarching principles of FPS, which are summarised briefly below:

1. **Power as Relational:** Power goes beyond the interactions between two individuals; it is the meaning appointed to the interaction that defines it – it is not static. This highlights the importance of understanding not only the intent of the individuals, but also the social and institutional contexts in which the interactions take place.

2. **Binary Opposites:** Refers to subject positions shaped as part of social and institutional constructions that pigeon-hole individuals into stereotypical positions influenced by power. These are problematic, yet as identified by Foucault (1982), they are an important starting point for critical analysis. Examples can include the power of men over women, health care providers over patients, and governments over populations.

3. **Regulated Communications:** Addressing the interactions that are constructed by, and embedded in, society and in institutions. It includes the concept of self-monitoring (Foucault, 1982), wherein individuals monitor their own practices as well as the practices of others; it is connected to social norms, values, beliefs and practices.
4. **Feminist Theory**: Going beyond gender and a focus on the oppression of women specifically, feminist philosophical and theoretical concepts within FPS are relevant in multiple contexts. As Aston (2016) explains, feminist analyses allow us to understand how all individuals (not just women) either internalise or resist economic, cultural, and social power relations.

5. **Discourse Analysis**: Discourse analysis is a cornerstone within FPS. Understanding the relevance and importance of discursive fields (Weedon, 1987, 1997) in order to be able to understand how individuals experience power as well as to be able to examine how discourses interact and compete, is key. Discursive fields impact how individuals act and interpret their circumstances, depending on what discourses are made available to them. Analysis of discourse allows us to examine the influence of power on the experiences of individuals and offer in-depth understanding.

6. **Language and Meaning**: Critical attention to language is essential and is the site where meanings are produced. Language exists within historically-specific discourses, and as such, meanings are not fixed and can change depending on the discursive context or setting.

7. **Beliefs, Values and Practices**: Using these concepts to guide our analyses (and practice) ensures that we have a clear understanding of another’s experience and that we are not merely interpreting them based on our own assumptions.

8. **Subjectivity and Agency**: Subjectivity relates to being conscious of one’s self and how individuals are positioned while also being reflexive during the process of working, with, through and against the influence of social discourses. How an individual chooses to act in a given situation (e.g., complying or resisting), relates to their agency.

In sum, feminist poststructuralism offers a synergistic approach to exploring and understanding relations of power through analysis of various forms of discourse, drawing on tenets of both feminism and poststructuralism. It is a dynamic methodology that allows us to critically and reflexively explore a wide range of phenomena, in health care and beyond (Aranda, 2006). In the proceeding section, we will discuss how FPS offers a promising framework for exploring infant feeding-related interactions between nurses and families within the neonatal intensive care unit.

**A Concise Overview of Relevant Infant Feeding Discourses**

A current dominant discourse around infant feeding in the Western world is one that is largely oriented through a medicalised/scientific, heteronormative lens that advocates for breast(chest) milk as the ideal form of infant nutrition as it is believed to be nutritionally superior to bottle feeding, fostering better physical health outcomes for mother and infant. As noted earlier, this discourse has changed over many decades and has been influenced by ongoing research supporting that breast(chest)milk as the nutritionally superior option. After the dramatic shift to bottle feeding in the earlier 20th century, it has taken several decades to reverse this narrative, led largely by promotional campaigns and health advocacy at many levels. Current breast(chest)feeding rates in the Canada appear to average 89% initially postpartum with a rapid decline to less than 40% at the six-months postpartum mark (Gionet, 2013; Statistics Canada, 2019). Realising that even though many parents do in fact have knowledge about the nutritional and physiological benefits of breast(chest) milk, these facts alone are not enough to keep them breast(chest)feeding. Therefore, highlighting the more relational aspects of breast(chest)feeding is also key, such as bonding and skin-to-skin care. It is important to recognise that there are a variety of infant feeding discourses laden with different beliefs, values and practices. As such, we need to pay attention to how parents are experiencing these different meanings and how they affect their decisions related to infant feeding.

Recent literature from nursing and the social sciences have highlighted the importance of the emotional aspect of the breast(chest) feeding experience, creating opportunities for relational moments (Dykes & Flacking, 2010; Van Esterik & O’Connor, 2017). The positioning of different discourses in relation to a dominant medicalised/scientific infant feeding discourse through relations of power can cause a mixture of feelings and reactions depending on how one chooses to participate in or challenge each discourse. A focus on the physiological processes of lactation and other associated components and outcomes as collected through quantitative investigations continues to dominate the focus on infant feeding (Victora et al., 2016; Perella et al., 2012; Schanler, 2011; Johnson, Williamson, Lyttle & Leeming, 2009). While qualitative research has also been utilised to explore the experiences of primary feeding parents, it often lacks critical exploration of the broader socio-cultural and institutional contexts in which these individuals, and their experiences, are situated (Johnson et al., 2009).
Primary feeding parents, the vast majority of whom are described as women and/or mothers, are situated in complex social, political, historical and cultural contexts wherein they face several conflicting messages around infant feeding (van Wijlen, 2019). Decisions related to infant feeding are largely subject to the weighty gaze of health care professionals, family, friends and strangers; pressures to conform to societal norms and ideals are pervasive in the context of infant feeding. Narratives such as ‘breast is best’ as well as reference to breast(chest) milk as ‘liquid gold’ dominate public and institutional discourses that perpetuate the belief that breast(chest) milk is best for the baby; however, much has also been written about the harm that this belief has on those who cannot or choose not to breast(chest)feed (Thomson, Ebisch-Burton & Flacking, 2015; Alianmoghaddam, Phibbs & Benn, 2017; Aston, 2002, 2006, 2008). Murphys (1999, 2000) identifies that regardless of whether infants are bottle/formula or breast(chest)fed, mothers (or primary feeding parents) face what she calls a ‘moral minefield’ wherein breast(chest) milk is presented as the ‘right choice’ associated with being a ‘good mother’ and bottle/formula feeding is the ‘wrong choice’ tied to being a ‘bad’ mother. This is based on different beliefs and values, and ultimately, different discourses that create meaning regarding infant feeding practices.

Unsurprisingly, a common theme of guilt and shame also dominates the literature; authors such as Taylor and Wallace (2012), Thomson, Ebisch-Burton and Flacking (2015), as well as Benoît, Goldberg and Campbell Yeo (2016) have explored the prevalence and impact of shame and guilt related to both breast(chest)feeding and formula feeding on childhood families. The use of emotional coercion and guilt tactics to influence infant feeding-related decisions is also discussed (Taylor & Wallace, 2012). Utilising these methods both directly and indirectly raise serious ethical and moral concerns. As several feminist scholars have identified, the decision to breast(chest)feed largely goes beyond choice – it is a complex process entrenched in one’s social and economic location, intricately linked with gender and positions of privilege and power (Brown, 2017; Smith, 2018; Smith, Hausman & Labbok, 2012; Palmer, 2009). Creating safe spaces to identify and discuss different breast(chest)feeding discourses if often difficult. We have only highlighted some of the main discourses that have stood out in the literature, however, we believe there are other discourses that have not yet been named – discourses that may surface as we continue to explore and examine experiences of infant feeding. For example, sexual health discourses regarding women’s breasts may also influence parental and nurses’ experiences of infant feeding depending on personal and social beliefs regarding breasts. Discourses of gender identity, chestfeeding, and/or trauma and abuse are other experiences that need to be examined in relation to infant feeding. Infant feeding is complex and requires careful examination of many different facets of the situation. It is important to understand how personal choices are connected to social and institutional discourses and feminist poststructuralism could provide a lens to understand the complex relations of power that we will discuss below.

**Infant Feeding in the NICU**

The acuity and highly technical realm of the neonatal intensive care unit creates a complex environment for both care providers and families. Admission of a preterm and/or critically ill infant to the NICU is typically an unexpected event for parents (Shattanawi, 2015), posing unique stressors and altering the birthing experience from what is often anticipated in the days and months leading up to a ‘typical’ birth. Existing neonatal literature has established that the experiences of parents of preterm and/or critically ill infants differs from those of healthy, term infants and that NICU admission elicits feelings of heightened anxiety, emotional and psychological distress (Boykova, 2016; Bicking & Moore, 2012).

Not unlike infant feeding discourses related to term/healthy infants, it is evident in much of the NICU literature that breast(chest) milk is considered the ‘optimal’ form of nutrition in comparison to formula. As argued in a recent critical discussion piece, the act of breast(chest)feeding and/or producing breast(chest) milk is given new meaning within the NICU setting (van Wijlen, 2019). In this context, it goes beyond a life-sustaining form of nourishment, frequently presented by NICU care providers as a life-saving intervention based on its immunological and nutritive benefits (van Wijlen, 2019). This inevitably constructs the scientific/medical discourse in a different way and imposes high moral stakes related to infant feeding-related decisions for parents of infants in the NICU without necessarily considering the contexts and complexities of the parental ‘choice’ being made.

Infant feeding takes on a wide range of forms in the NICU. Due to medical acuity, many infants admitted to neonatal intensive services require several interventions to sustain life and receive essential nutrition. Use of assistive and/or interventional aids to facilitate, replace or supplement feeding, such as total parenteral nutrition (TPN), nipple shields and gavage...
tubes, are not uncommon. If the infant cannot latch onto the breast but is receiving breast(chest) milk through a tube or other device, this would require the lactating parent, or in some cases an adoptive parent to use a breast(chest) pump to extract breastmilk (Meier et al., 2010). Qualitative research on breast(chest) milk expression has revealed that this process elicits a continuum of emotions for mothers (primary feeding parents), ranging from feelings of detachment/separation to a sense of empowerment at being able to actively participate in their infant’s care (Hurst, Engebreston & Mahoney, 2013; Boucher et al., 2011; Johnson et al., 2009). This is an example of how women may react differently to the same discourse of infant feeding in the NICU. Interestingly, mothers (primary feeding parents) who participated in a study by Hurst, Engebreston and Mahoney (2013) also identified feelings of objectification as the breast(chest) milk they produced and pumped was examined and scrutinised by staff, negatively impacting their breast(chest) feeding experience. This could be seen as a type of surveillance as presented by Foucault. Relations of power are negotiated differently by each parent depending on how they feel about their breast(chest) milk being monitored. The use of donor human milk is another feeding avenue that requires parents to think about feeding their infant in yet another way. While it is still breast(chest) milk, it may elicit a variety of emotional issues for parents that can be both positive or negative depending on their own personal beliefs and values as well as those perpetuated by the health care system in which they are situated.

**DISCUSSION**

We believe that a feminist poststructural framework offers an ideal lens through which to examine infant feeding in the NICU as it acknowledges the gendered, historical and political contexts in which decisions and interactions related to infant feeding occur and allows space for critical discussion and exploration (Paynter & Goldberg, 2018; Smith, Hausman & Labbok, 2012; Johnson et al., 2009; McCarter-Spaulding, 2008). Feminist poststructural theory offers a powerful framework for reaching beyond the surface of issues related to oppression and social justice, allowing for explicit exploration with the ultimate goal of emancipatory action. While many feminists and streams of feminism take different (and often polarizing) stances on infant feeding in relation to gender and oppression (McCarter-Spaulding, 2008; Taylor & Wallace, 2012; Smith, Hausman & Labbok, 2012), they also offer critical points of discussion and reflection to challenge the status quo and address patriarchal hegemony. Poststructuralism also offers a way to deconstruct experiences and understand experiences from the vantage point of different discourses through relations of power.

Focusing more specifically on infant feeding in the context of parents of premature and critically ill infants, it is evident that there is a void in feminist literature related to infant feeding interactions in neonatal intensive care units. As of the writing of this paper, we were able to locate only a handful of graduate theses (e.g., Marcotte, 2017; Inglis, 2010; Blackburn, 2009) and peer-reviewed journal articles (e.g., Deeney, Lohan, Spence & Parkes, 2012; Layne, 1996) that explicitly acknowledge using feminist lenses and/or frameworks to guide their work related to the NICU population/environment. Most significantly, no articles specifically identifying feminist poststructuralism as a framework or methodology for guiding research or practice in the neonatal intensive care space could be identified.

**Relevance of FPS to Clinical Nursing Practice & Scholarship**

With societal obsession over the governance, surveillance and control of bodies, particularly as it relates to reproduction and childrearing (Foucault, 1975/1979; Aranda, 2018), the application of FPS frameworks in both nursing practice and research, is highly relevant. Women and childbearing parents are impacted to varying degrees by intersections of gender, class, ethnicity and sexuality within a complexly layered social and cultural narrative. As Aston and colleagues (2012) explain, utilising a feminist poststructural form of inquiry within nursing research and practice has the capacity to bring to the forefront the social, political and institutional beliefs that influence the interactions between nurses and the clients with whom they work. It allows the researcher to disrupt what is ‘known’ and question the authority/power of broader metanarratives in favour of multivocality and unearthing new possibilities (Aranda, 2006). FPS also challenges oppressive and dominant patriarchal structures, which are evident within the NICU context, and Western medical culture more broadly (van Wijlen, 2019).

It is important to reiterate that while the feminist underpinnings of FPS may imply a stance that focuses largely on women and women’s issues, it is considered applicable in a wide range of research contexts given its methodological flexibility and overarching focus on relations of power (Aston, 2016). The applicability and relevance of FPS as a guiding framework for
nursing practice and research has been effectively demonstrated in a number of health care settings and across a diverse spectrum of populations, including (but not limited to): sexual health, postpartum home visits, bereavement follow-up, eHealth and obesity (Richardson, Goldberg, Aston & Campbell-Yeo, 2018; Cassidy, Goldberg & Aston, 2016; Aston et al., 2015; MacConnell, Aston, Rangel & Zwaagstra, 2012; Aston, Price, Kirk & Penney, 2012). In the context of infant feeding, authors such as Johnson et al. (2009) and Alianmoghaddam, Phibbs & Benn (2017) have applied FPS and other poststructural forms of analysis to explore this construct. As mentioned above, no studies to date could be identified that applied FPS to infant feeding interactions located specifically within the neonatal intensive care environment.

As we have demonstrated, infant feeding interactions in the NICU are largely influenced by a dominant medical discourse surrounding these processes. Given that these interactions are entrenched in a complicated web of gendered, social, institutional and political influences that construct the dominant narrative, it is evident that a critical framework for exploration and analysis is necessary. As presented earlier in the paper, other non-medicalised infant feeding discourses exist. With the use of FPS, we can begin to explore and examine how mothers, parents and health care professionals experience each of these discourses through beliefs, values and meaning about different infant feeding practices. Their experiences can also be understood through relations of power that will show how certain discourses become dominant and other discourses subordinate. It will also show how discourses compete, overlap and compliment. Knowing that dominant discourses exist is a call to action for an in-depth, critical exploration of the relations of power and how they are positioned in relation to the phenomenon of infant feeding interactions between nurses and families in the NICU.

As an approach that offers a needed critical deconstruction of the “[...] gendered, racial and sexuality-based inequities [related to] opportunities, resources, status and power” (Smith, 2018, p. 221) surrounding infant feeding, feminist poststructuralism is a seemingly natural fit to answer this call.

With power relations being a focal concept of FPS, we are drawn within this framework to examine how interactions between individuals (i.e., nurses and parents) are influenced by their surrounding social and institutional contexts (Aston, 2016). This has the capacity to offer NICU nurses, parents and researchers a theoretical framework that allows them to further examine and reflect on their own infant feeding interactions and discourses. In addition, gaining this understanding of power relations provides a starting point through which the ‘privileges of knowledge’ (Aston, 2016) that exist within the nurse-parent dynamic and its surrounding context can be examined.

Feminist poststructuralism also challenges binaries, going beyond the male/female binary to also include other potentially oppressive binaries (Davies & Gannon, 2010), such as health care providers (i.e., nurses) and care recipients (i.e., infants and families in the NICU). As a methodology, FPS makes these binaries “visible, analyzable, and revisable” (Davies & Gannon, 2010, p. 312) and further illuminates how power relations are constructed and maintained. In addition, a focus on the beliefs, values and practices of NICU parents relative to infant feeding interactions is key, for nursing researchers and clinicians alike. FPS brings these principles to the forefront, calling us to be reflexive and pay greater attention to the experiences of those we are caring for and/or constructing knowledge with, as opposed to our own personal values and beliefs.

While the feminist perspective is particularly relevant given the gendered underpinnings of nursing and motherhood in this setting, the role of feminist theory within FPS goes beyond gender and also brings forth a way of understanding the surrounding social, political, historical and institutional dimensions at play (Aston, 2016; Weedon, 1997). This allows space and opportunity for more inclusivity of multiple gender identities in this context as well as acknowledgment of the broader contextual factors that impact the lives and experiences of NICU families.

The application of FPS-guided discourse analysis (DA) provides nursing researchers and clinicians with an approach to critically analyse multiple forms of language and discourse related to feeding interactions in the NICU. It offers a method of uncovering how dominant ideologies are reproduced through discourse within their surrounding sociocultural and political contexts (Lupton, 1992). A critical analysis of multiple discursive mediums is possible in relation to infant feeding interactions in the NICU – e.g., verbal interactions between nurses and parents, relevant medical documentation, unit policies and feeding education materials – all of which may yield a richer, in-depth understanding of how infant feeding is negotiated within the NICU environment.
CONCLUSION

Within the complexly-layered and inextricably gendered constructions of parenthood and infant feeding, the interconnected dynamics related to the broader themes of power and oppression contribute to both perpetuating existing discourse while also creating calls to action in shifting current narratives. Feminist poststructuralism offers a unique and relevant lens through which to critically examine infant feeding interactions and bring voice to the ‘unseeable’ and ‘unsaid’ complexities embedded within these processes in the neonatal intensive realm.

Nurses who work with infants, childbearing persons and families – in the NICU and beyond – are uniquely positioned to critically reflect on the language and actions used when engaging in feeding-related interactions. In doing so, there exists the possibility not only of challenging the status quo, but also identifying opportunities for necessary change and action. Ultimately, beginning to shift the discourse relative to infant feeding interactions in the highly-medicalised environment of the NICU is a necessary and important step towards reframing breastfeeding, breast milk and formula feeding practices in this area. In light of the unique challenges and triumphs faced by NICU parents, this shift has the potential to offer a profound change in their infant feeding-related experiences.
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